
 

 

Future Film Festival preview: The Kingdom of Dreams and Madness 

Tom Bond is charmed by a documentary which charts the end of an 

era in Japanese animation. 

By Tom Bond 

We know how this story ends. After infinite pencil marks scratched into a body of genre-

defining animation over three decades, it ends with the completion of The Wind Rises and 

the retirement of legendary Japanese director Hayao Miyazaki. 

Mami Sunada’s 2014 documentary, The Kingdom of Dreams and Madness, follows 

Miyazaki’s final days as the figurehead of Studio Ghibli and leaves you wondering what’s 

next for the animation empire. Sunada assumes her subject’s tone from the first shots, the 

eponymous studio surrounded by sun-dappled trees and enhanced with a serene score from 

Masakatsu Takagi. It’s a bittersweet approach, capturing the heart of Ghibli while Miyazaki’s 

prediction for the studio hangs ominously: “The future is clear. It’s going to fall apart.”  

Miyazaki is a dream subject for a documentary, candidly throwing out lines like “Why must I 

keep drawing when I’m past 70?”, demonstrating both his compulsive love of hand-drawn 

animation and his weariness at carrying the torch for this outdated sub-genre almost single-

handedly. It makes for entertaining viewing, but if anything, Sunada is a little cowed by his 

forthright manner. She questions him from behind the camera in barely a whisper and the 

overwhelming impression given by her editing is that Miyazaki’s words are willingly offered 

ruminations rather than hard-won insights. It’s a naturalistic approach that suits the subject, 

yet you can’t help but wonder what information might have been extracted in the hands of a 

more skilled interviewer.   

Sunada is clearly one of the many charmed by Ghibli’s films over the years and the feeling 

her direction creates is one of respectful awe. It’s not dissimilar to the way Miyazaki is 

treated by his staff. Amongst the hustle and bustle of Ghibli’s humble offices, he is a singular 

presence, casting an almost nervous silence in his wake. He may be a genial and impish 

character, but he also has the authority that comes with decades of confirmed genius. It’s 

rarely acknowledged out loud during Kingdom’s two-hour runtime, but people don’t tend to 

disagree with Miyazaki if they can avoid it. 

Sunada’s well-structured narrative makes it clear that Studio Ghibli has been so successful for 

so long because Miyazaki doesn’t accept anything less than perfection from anybody, least of 

all himself. You can see how the pressure weighs on him as he sits at his desk, sketching out 

storyboards or sitting, eyes closed, with his pencil raised like a baton, conducting the dreams 

playing inside his head. If he could draw every moment, colour every frame and animate 

every movement, he would. To be such a relentless perfectionist in the most collaborative 

genre of this collaborative medium is a painful irony. It seems to have finally got to him.  



 

 

In one telling moment he wonders: “How do we know movies are even worthwhile? If you 

really think about it, is this not just some grand hobby? Maybe there was a time when you 

could make films that mattered, but now?” Miyazaki is increasingly presented as a man out of 

time, a lone eccentric genius amongst a company of conspicuously uniform workers. In one 

scene he interrupts the animation department to explain how Japanese people bowed 

differently in the 1920s when The Wind Rises was set - a simple nugget of information that 

only he is old enough to know.  

If there’s one thing that can motivate Miyazaki beyond his almost autonomous daily routine, 

it’s the presence of Isao Takahata, the other creative heavyweight of Studio Ghibli. What was 

once a mutually beneficial rivalry has soured as Takahata retreats into a creative dead-end, 

marked by his almost complete absence from the film except for brief archive footage. It 

turns him into a ghostly figure, overshadowing any positive work the rest of Studio Ghibli 

completes. With a mixture of regret and satisfaction, Miyazaki announces that he’s “already 

abandoned Takahata… as a filmmaker. He can’t make films anymore. He’s even trying to not 

finish”.  

There is no one left to challenge Miyazaki, to push him to greater heights, and Sunada 

captures his isolation well by presenting Takahata as the missing half of a double act. It’s 

surely no coincidence that two of their greatest films, Grave of the Fireflies and My 

Neighbour Totoro were released in the same year, 1988, a competitive practice that producer 

Suzuki tries to replicate with The Wind Rises and The Tale of the Princess Kaguya. Miyazaki 

seems to have ‘won’ their battle with his greater productivity and sustained critical acclaim, 

but it doesn’t feel like a victory. He is certainly in control in the studio, but is he happy? He 

wonders as much himself after completing The Wind Rises.  

Sunada crafts a beautiful montage of the film’s production process, a spectacle by which few 

could fail to be touched. The magic of animation is captured in one defining shot as someone 

loads hand-drawn frames onto a computer and plays the short sequence back. Grass ripples in 

the wind, pencil strokes dance on screen, and despite all that, Miyazaki later confesses that he 

“doesn’t ever feel happy in my daily life”. Speaking to Sunada one last time he decides that 

“filmmaking only brings suffering. I can’t believe I actually want to do another one”. 

The Kingdom of Dreams and Madness screens at 3pm in NFT3 on Fri 20 Feb. 

Tom Bond was a successful applicant for the IdeasTap and BFI Film Journalism 

Workshop and Mentoring brief. 

https://whatson.bfi.org.uk/Online/default.asp?BOparam::WScontent::loadArticle::permalink=futurefilmfestivalanimationday

